
 

 

Think, Describe, Expand! 
Type of Writing: ALL.            Length of Lesson:15-30 min long.              Learning Levels: Grades 3-5  

Objective: This strategy will help you to write more specific, detailed sentences that relate to 
your topic. After using this strategy you should be able to build a complete supportive 
paragraph that is able to make your writing come alive for the reader so they can visualize 
what you are writing about.  

Learning Goal: I will be able to write a detailed, supportive paragraph that is expanded with 
specific information to inform my reader about a topic. 

This strategy will give you the confidence to write down your bad, good and hopefully great 
ideas to then pull together to build the most exemplary supportive paragraph. Your writing 

will come alive if you just follow these simple steps! 

I have taught countless students that struggled with being specific with their writing. I tried every different 
strategy you can think of. The most effective strategy I use now is Think, Describe, Expand! This allows 
students to organize their ideas, even the ones they don’t think are good and they want to keep trapped in 
their minds. Then they have the opportunity to describe about their best ideas and lastly to expand their 
thought, to be as detailed as possible about their topic. In the end, the result is a supportive paragraph that 
they will feel proud they wrote and you will be proud they were able to use this strategy time and time again! 

Tell Them the GOAL!

There are a few different ways to do this simple strategy. I designed it to build on the same steps, but to be 
more flexible on how students organize their ideas. Eventually, students will be able to do the first two steps 
in their head. This is similar to how good readers always think and pause as they read- in the beginning as 
teachers we are constantly prompting them with comprehension checks and stop and jots to help them 
practice this skill. As good writers the more we practice this strategy the more we will do it naturally, and not 
need to write down everything, we will one day process our thoughts, organize, and write descriptively 
instantly. Or- at least that’s the end goal! I recommend trying out all the different layouts with students and 
letting them pick the one that they like the best, what works most naturally for them. For my students with 
severe ADHD, I was their scribe in the beginning and scaffolded their independence with this strategy 
overtime. With this skill, I think patience is key. I want my students to LOVE to write, so if  they struggle 
after a full lesson I work 1:1 with a different topic, but same strategy. 

Reteach Ideas:  
* Use a different topic 
* Use less/ more time to 

help focus in each step 
* Show more model 

writing of this 
strategy  

* Pair students that 
excel in this skill, with 
struggling writers  

* Try being their scribe, 
and writing for them 

* Use flash cards for 
each step  

* Cut strips of paper to 
build the paragraph

Conference with Students:  
* Start with a compliment 
* Use highlighters to 

emphasis specific word 
choice used  

* Remind them of the end 
goal  

* Give them ONE quick 
suggestion and run 
away! 

* Celebrate their ideas, and 
help them see the 
connections in their 
thoughts 

* Be a scribe for 
struggling students

Check Their Progress:  
* Give a compliment on 

something they did well 
* Find one thing they can 

improve upon 
* Give them an idea or find 

something from their notes 
that would connect their ideas  

* Refer to charts or model 
example  

* Check for their understanding 
of what you said 

* Ask them what they will write 
next 

* Run away! 



 

 

Lesson Charts

Journal Layout Options



DESCRIBE IT 

Steps:  
1. Brainstorm notes and ideas about 

the topic  
2. Use 2-3 ideas from your 

brainstorm, to plan a detailed 
sentence about the topic  

3. Write your sentence down.  

EXPAND IT 
Steps:  
• THINK... how can I be even more 

specific about the topic 

• Use 1-2 more ideas from your 

brainstorm to build another 
sentence 

• Write another detailed sentence.  







SPECIFIC DETAILS 
Look at your word choice for... 
* Noun    *Adjective       Verb       * Adverb 

Switch your words, to be as specific as possible 

Non- Example:  
Dogs are the best because they are nice.  
Good Example:  
A golden retriever is a great pet because 
they are friendly, especially when they are 
playing.  
Exemplary Example:  
For example, when a golden retriever 
charges briskly toward a toy they flop all the 
way back, wagging their tail to greet you.    

Vague Specific 
dog golden  retriever 

nice friendly, playful 

running charging

quickly briskly





TEST TOPICS 

Steps:  
1. Come up with a list of 4 topics you 

are interested about- it can be any 
topics.  

2. Brainstorm things you know about 
the topic.  

3. Write a sentence about each topic 
FAST!  

4. Go back and look for areas to 
improve the word choice.  

BE DESCRIPTIVE 

Look at your word choice for... 
* Noun    *Adjective       Verb       * Adverb 



DESCRIBE IT 
1. Pick four topics 
 ⁃ If you get stuck, try thinking of... 

2. Describe each topic 
⁃ Give specific details, but if you get stuck 

think of... 

  

3. Write a sentence about ONE topic  
⁃ Pick 2 of your details to use in a sentence.  

⁃ Create a sentence in your head or out loud 

⁃ Write your sentence on to paper  

⁃ Reread and identify the key words you used.  

Exemplary Writing Expanded Practice 
* Write 1-3 more connecting sentences to 

EXPAND your writing about that ONE topic.  
or 

* Write a sentence for each of your other three 
topics, and describe using add 3+ description words 
for each sentence. 

place hobby/ sport

person/ pet object 

Memories/ examples What you like about it

What the topic looks like How it helps you


